It is shown that the well-known ( D , G)-scaling upper bound of the structured singular value is a nonconservative test for robust stability with respect to certain linear time-varying uncertainties.
Introduction
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Figure 1: The closed loop.
Is the above closed loop stable for all A's in a given set of stable operators B? That, roughly, is the fundamental robust stability problem.
There is an intriguing result by Megretski and Treil [3] 
that then the closed loop is robustly stable-that is, stable for all such A's-if and only if the %-norm of DMD-' is less than one for some constant diagonal matrix D that commutes with the A's. The problem can be decided in polynomial time, and it is a problem that has since long been associated with an upper bound of the structured singular value. The intriguing part is that the result holds for any number of LTV blocks Ai, which is in stark contrast with the case that the Ai's are assumed time-invariant.
Paganini [6] extended this result by allowing for the more general block diagonal structure (2) A precise definition is given in Section 2. Paganini's result is an exact generalization and leads, again, to a convex optimization problem over the constant matrices D that commute with A.
In view of the connection of these results with the upper bounds of the structured singular it is natural to ask if the well known (D, C ) -scaling upper bound of the mixed structured singular value also has A=ddiag(&I ,... ,iim1,A1, ... The closed loop depicted in Figure 1 is 
-
Ai : p i -. p i LTV and IIAiII 5 1.
The dimensions of the various identity matrices and A; blocks are fixed, but otherwise A may vary over all possible n x n LTV operators of the form (3), (4) . The sets !D and (j are defined as g ( h , -, firn,,D~,.., D r n~, d~l q , , . . , d r n~I q ,~~) ) and
Note that the D-scales are assumed real-valued and that the Gscales are taken to be purely imaginary. AS it turns out there is no need to consider a wider class of D and G-scales. 
Megretski [2] showed this for the full block case (1); Paganini [6] derived this result for the case that the A's are of the form (2) and with A causal. The proof of the general case (3) follows the same lines as that of [6] and [5] , but now the A's must be allowed to be non-causal; for causal A's the condition (5) uniform robust stability we need that ll(I -AM)ull2 p ~l l u l l 2 for some E > 0 independent of U. In view of the above it will be no surprise that uniform stability is equivalent to that and 2 are bounded away from each other. Equivalently, uniform robust stability holds if and only if n 2 = 0. Here 9 denotes the closure of W'. Now 2 is easily seen to be convex, and remarkably 9 is convex as well [3] . Then by a standard duality argument 9 n 2 = 0 is equivalent to the existence of a seperating hyper-plane. The normal vector of this hyper-plane turns out to be D + j G for some D E I ) and G E G, and that ' 74' and 2 are on opposite sides of the hyper-plane then reduces to the inequality (5). Details are in [4] . rn
